
 
 BOATER/PWC SAFETY AND OPERATIONS QUIZ   SCORE _______________ 

Name _______________________ Date ______________ 

1. Most people who drown while boating were wearing a poorly fitted life jacket   T F 

2. To steer a PWC to the right you would turn the handles/wheel to the left.   T F 

3. A sound producing device, compass and GPS are mandatory equipment    T F 

4. There are speed limits on the water in some situations      T F 

5. In narrow channels or when close to shore you should reduce speed        T F 

6. When in a potential collision you should release throttle and turn handle     T F 

7. When starting PWC there should be no-one directly behind or in front of PWC    T F 

8. Beaching a PWC can lead to serious damage to engine      T F 

9. When towing a skier there must be three seats and a spotter facing skier   T F 

10. When severe weather hits you should head for the closest shoreline    T F 

11. Beer and wine should be kept on ice in an approved container in the boat   T F 

12. When docking a boat or PWC you should approach at a 90 degree angle   T F 

13. The capacity of a boat is determined by the number of seats     T F 

14.  When two watercraft are approaching each other they should both veer right T F 

15.  When overtaking a watercraft you can do so from either side     T F 

16.  A PWC has the right of way to big boats because it is small     T F 

17.  If a PWC flips over it can be turned over by putting weight (knees) on side and  

        pulling the inlet grate toward you.         T F 

18.  Before operating a PWC or inboard engine one should vent the engine   T F 

19. Standing up in a boat creates greater risk       T F 

20. Criminal charges can be laid for gross negligence in operation of a boat  T F 

     


